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To all whom it may concern: ' ' 

Be it known that I, JASPER E. WICKHAM, 
of Glenwood, in the county of Mills, State of 
Iowa, have invented certain new and useful 
Improvements in Appliances for Preserving 
Public Records, of which the following is a 
complete speci?cation, reference being had vto 
the accompanying drawings. 
The object of my invention is to produce 

improved means for making up and complet 
ing into book form public records—such, for 
example, as county land records and the like. 
The usual method of preserving records of 
this character is to provide a suitable blank 
book and to copy therein in manuscript the 
matter to be preserved. It is impracticable 
in records of this character to successfully em 
ploy a writing-machine in the place of hand 
writing. For that reason, by such method, 
the volume of records is materiallyincreased, 
owing to the greater space required to accom 
modate the same amount of matter in manu 
script than would be necessary to preserve it 
in type-written form. Moreover, it is ‘the 
usual practice in many localities for a person 
or ?rm engaged in the title-abstract business 
to own a private copy of the records. It is 
necessary to prepare such a copy in the same 
manner as the original records are compiled 
and at great expense. 
By my invention I propose to provide means 

for employing a type-writing machine to print 
upon specially-prepared sheets the complete 
records, preferably printing the same upon 
both sides of the sheet and afterward making 
up the sheets into symmetrical, neat, and du 
rable book form. 
By my plan press-copies or other copies of 

the original sheets may be made before the 
sheets are assembled into book form,whereby 
the right to make such copies , may be dis 
posed of by the custodian of the records for 
a valuable consideration, thus affording at 
the same time a source of revenue to the pub 
lic and the means of securing tothe purchaser 
of the right at all times and at comparatively 
small cost an absolutely complete set of du 
plicate records. ' 

It is the custom in many places for the re 
cording of?cer to provide at public expense 
numerous record - books of various forms, 

which forms in manyinstances are used only 
for a'short time and when abandoned leave 
the records cumbered with a large number of 
useless blank pages. 
By my invention no greater number of books 

would be required than were actually ?lled 
up, and the number of pages necessary to be 
employed would be only two'or three, where 
twelve or ?fteen‘are now used. ' 

If the recorder should wish to use special 
formsyany variety of such forms could be 
printed upon 1my' detachable ‘sheets, thereby 
enabling ‘the of?cer to use any form which he 
prefers in the same book. 
My invention may be employed to contrib 

ute to the security of records in that it pro 
vides means for making duplicate copies of 
records, one of which, for example, can be 
kept open to the public, as usual, and the other 
preserved in a separate vault. 
The applicability of my invention is not 

limited to the preservation of public records; 
but it may be used by civic or other societies 
for the keeping of minutes of meetings in neat 
and proper form, as well as for numberless 
uses in which facilities for making copies is a 
desideratum and the right to make them pos 
sesses value. ' 

In the accompanying drawings, Figure I is 
a perspective view ‘of, a partially-complete 
book of records prepared in accordance with 
my invention, showing a portion of the leaves 
in place and a portion of the stubs before the 
leaves are inserted. Fig. II- illustrates in 
cross-section one of the stubs and one of my 
leaves in juxtaposition and on a highly-mag 
ni?ed scale. Fig. III is a similar View of the 
same united as in a complete page of a book. 
Referringto the ?gures on the drawings, 1 

indicates one of my stubs, of which I bind 
together. in'the usual manner within a suit 
able cover 2 a sufficient number to consti 
tute a‘volume of required thickness. Each 
stub, as shown on a magni?ed scale in Figs. 
II and III, is composite, being made of three 
separate layers 3, 4:, and 5. The intermedi 
ate layer 4 is narrower than the‘exterior lay 
ers, so that the latter terminate in strips or 
?aps 6, separatedv from each other by the 
thickness of’the intermediate layer 4:. For 
insertion between the ?ap 6 of the respective 
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stubs in making‘ up a volume I provide spe 
cially-prepared sheets, of which the body 
part 7 is of a thickness equal to the combined 7 
thickness of the united layers 3, 4E, and 5, that 
compose each of the stubs and of which upon 
one edge a narrow margin or tongue 8 is sub 
stantially equal, or nearly so, to the thickness 
of the intermediate layer 4 of the stub. Spe 
cially-prepared sheets of this kind may be 
made to order at any paper-factory. 

In practice, a number of sheets having been 
printed with the records to be preserved are 
consecutively numbered as required and are 
inserted between the flaps of the stubs of a 
book into which they are to be bound in suc 
cessive order. WVhen so inserted, by the em 
ployment of any suitable adhesive material, 
the, ?aps of each stub are secured to the op 
posite sides of the tongue 8 or its respective 
sheet, and by the use of a press or other suit 
able means all are compressed smoothly to 
gether, so that each stub and its sheet are 
united to form one leaf of uniform thickness, 
as-shoWn in Fig. III of the drawings. 

I prefer to provide the tongue of each sheet 
upon both sides with glue, so that by mois 
tening it it may be readily inserted between 
the flaps of its stub and secured in place. 
The opposite inner faces of the ?aps of each 
stub may be provided with glue instead of 
the tongue 8; but, as above stated, I prefer 
to avoid the use of glue upon the ?aps, which 
might accidentally cohere, and to supply it 
instead to the separate sheets. - 
By my invention a book of durability, 

uniform thickness, and symmetrical appear 
ance may be provided instead of the ?aring 
wedge of leaves produced by the employ 
ment of books secured to stubs in the ordinary 
11131111161‘. 

In practice I propose to provide an o?‘ice 
with bound volumes of stubs and sheets of 
uniform size to correspond therewith, there 
by enabling successive accumulations of rec 

ords to be compiled into uniform volumes as 
fast as the sheets are prepared and printed. 
What I claim is— 
1. A stub composed of intermediate and 

outside layers, united together, the former 
being narrower than the latter, and ?aps upon 
the edges of the outside layers adapted to re 
ceive sheets between them, substantially as 
set forth. 

2. The combination with a composite sheet 
or stub, composed of intermediate and out 
side layers, the latter extending to form flaps, 
of a sheet provided with a narrow tongue or 
margin inserted between, and secured to the 
?aps of the stub, substantially as set forth. 

3. The combination with a composite stub 
composed of intermediate and outside layers, 
the latter constituting ?aps, of a sheet of 
thickness equal to the thickness of the com‘ 
posite stub, and a tongue or margin of thick 
ness substantially equal to the thickness of 
the intermediate layer of the stub, and means 
for uniting the ?aps to the marginor tongue, 
substantially as set forth. 

4. A book composed of a plurality of com 
posite stubs, comprehending, respectively, in 
termediate and outside layers, the latter con 
stituting ?aps upon the edges of the stubs, 
substantially as and for the purpose specified. 

5. As a new article of manufacture, a rec 
ord-sheet of paper of suitable thickness pro 
vided upon one edge with an intermediate 
tongue or margin, substantially as set forth. 

6. As a new article of manufacture, a rec~ 
ord-sheet of paper provided with an interme 
diate tongue or margin on one edge thereof, 
and a coating of adhesive material on both 
sides of the tongue, substantially as speci?ed. 
In testimony of all which I have hereunto 

subscribed my name. 
JASPER E. WVIOKHAM. 

Witnesses: 
J. M. MILLER, 
C. M. SHARPE. 
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